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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I. Purpose of Thesis 
Office task assignment is a topic which deserves thorough treat-
ment for the student of modern management because office work is the 
means by which most commercial enterprise is carried out. Failure to 
see the scope and importance of this basic function of business may mean 
that facili ties are wasted and work left untouched or incompleted. It 
is my purpose to demonstrate techniques for the accomplishment of office 
work by transferring the applicable principles of production control to 
the problems of office work. Poor management is cited as one of the lead-
ing causes of business failure. I suggest that this poor management is 
the failure to realize the need for doing routine and non-routine office 
work so that the requirements of the enterprise are met. The rapidity 
of communication and the violence of economic reaction to events deprive 
the present day executive of the liberty to indulge in lengthy delibera-
tion. His decision must be made rapidly on the basis of what may be in-
complete and inadequate information . The end result of a business decision 
invariably takes written form and is transmitted to others for action and/ 
or advice. 
II. Administrative Elements 
A. Personnel 
Task assignment involves the three factors of administration , 
personnel forms and equipment . Many people in authority feel that their 
underlings know better than they themselves how work should be done. Thus 
key personnel in an organization become overloaded with work apart from 
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their specific responsibilities with inevitable delay and inefficiency 
resulting ~ Executives become too dependent upon particular employees so 
that control is lost through excessive delegation while the employee be-
comes mor e i ndispensable to the vrork of the firm not for the skill with 
which pe r formance may be done but rather by virtue of an increasing 
monopoly on the particular task or i nformation . The result of t his situa-
tion may tend to make the employee mo e zealous about these s pe c · a l as-
s ignments and ers eff ect i ve in the tasks and oper ation which he must per-
fo rm r egularly . 
B. Forms 
Forms and their well designed application can be used for s emi-
automatic administration of routine tasks which confuse the bulk of 
office work .. The non-routine tasks should be handled in a manner which 
will i ns ure their execution and solution of whatever duty e. pr oblem has 
pr esented. 
C. Equipment 
Technological advances in modern office machine desi gn have af-
forded these devices a flexibility and adaptability for the pe r formance 
of both routine and non-routine assignments. However, their high cos t 
and va.riety of application point up the r.tecessity for a clear understa.nd-
i:ng of the nat ure ar.td exter.tt of the work which must be done before e. solu-
tion is attempted by the assigr.trner.tt of tasks to office ma.chines .. 
The executive should never allow himself to become so self-suffi-
c:i.ent that he is doing all his own ••.rork, and therefore not free to ana-
l yze r.tew work for the best possible sol utions ar.td check the work of hl.s 
subordinates. It is common to many self-made men particularly that they 
oan pe r form as well or better the tasks fer which their subordinates are 
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paid~ However ~ in performing details by themselves- rather than ass ign-
ing the problems to other means , they are avoiding their own supervisory 
responsibilities , disrupting the regular working channels, and failing 
to utilize the services of the subordinate. Self performance of tasks 
should be preserved for emergencies and will not be discussed here . 
The modern office has utilized machines and equipment to com-
plement the personnel and paper work in t he carrying on of daily routine. 
Their comparably high unit cost and tendency toward specialization re-
quire that careful consideration to quality, cost, and operating features 
be given prior to purchase. Assuming that the executive knows how to run 
his business, he should acqui r e the equipment most suited to the adroit 
dispatch of his routine rather than to be sold specialized equipment 
which to be economi cally utilized entails a reshuff ling of his office 
rout i ne . 
III. The Need for Methods and Schedul ing 
The executive should direct his effort toward the end of insur-
ing regul ar performe.nce of the office duties, of training personnel so 
t hat they may work more effectively and to be aware of the changing re-
quirements of the business in which he is engaged so that he may evolve 
sol ut ions to current problems which are effective. 
Manufacturing controls systems have been devised and operated 
successfully in the production of goods where coordinated activity is 
necessary to meet delivery schedules and other requisites. Such systems 
were i nstituted because lack of materials, labor, and f acilities prevented 
successful operations. Applications of the Gantt Chart in the form of 
Wassell Associates' Productrol Board and Remington Rend's Schedugraph have 
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enabled manufacturing concerns to exercise informative inventory control 
in a manner previously unknown. Graphic representations he.ve given exe-
cutives greater opportunity to concentrate upon the extreme conditions 
and to lee.ve the s tendard routine transe.ctions to underlings. To operate 
on the 11Exoeption Principle" information must be available, accurate, 
and current so that the unusual circumstances may be properly singled out 
.for action. The crux of successful administration is to decide what de-
tails or events are significant and what are routine and to treat matters 
accordingly. 
The argument here is that success or failure of a business enter-
prise depends in large measure upon knowing that action on specific items 
must or must not be taken. .Armed with proper information pertinent to 
t he ques tion at hand, and realizing the need for action, the ground work 
for administrative action is completed~ Uncontrollable factors over which 
the executive may have little or no control often enter into a matter of 
performance . It would, therefore, behoove him to marshall those control-
lable elements to his aid. 
In the accomplishment of this end methods analysis and work 
scheduling can be of great help. Thoroughgoing methods analysis requires 
that the task to be performed be thoroughly understood. When the desired 
end is in sharp focus, unneoesse.ry side maneuvers can be avoided and the 
job reduced to its bare essentials. The formulation of process charts 
will help to formalize one's thinking and to clarify subsequent operat-
ing procedures. After this, control devices are more easily developed. 
System then takes form and office work, the core of business operation, 
becomes effective and to a large extent self-regulating. 
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CHAPTER II 
ELEMENTS OF CONTROL 
Control is a result of planned work and organized facilities. 
It exists when routine work is done efficiently and non-routine assign-
ments are performed without delay and error. The elements of control 
mey be considered mechanical and personal. 
I. Mechanical Factors 
The physical elements of control exist or operate when the of-
fice manager or ple.nner understands and can provide reasoned answers to 
the why, what, when, where, and how of the work being performed under his 
supervision. 
A. Why 
Why is a job necessary? It is done because of tradition, habit 
or need. Critical consideration of this question may lead to the con-
clusion that unnecessary work is being done. ,Combination and simplifi-
cation of various tasks which are done in a sequence of operations can 
reduce waste from the management's standpoint and insure the content of 
the worker's job. 
B. What 
In answering the question what is being performed the end re-
sult should be contrasted with the intended purpose of the work. 
c. When 
When work is done on time, business operations flow smoothly. 
The coordination of timing sequences is the job of the supervisor. To 
make timin~ coordination effective individuals must be taught to put re-
turn or action due dates on all interne.l communication and on external 
ones where it is possible. Purchase requisitions, for exemple, without 
any i ndication of the delivery date desired by the requisitioner can re-
sul t in procurement of materials or servi ces too late to be of benefit 
to the user . I n oases where hard to get i tems are needed, six to eight 
weeks may be a swift delivery from a mill source. The requisiti oner not 
realizing the length of time involved may feel that merely by getting his 
requisition placed a few weeks prior to the desired time of use, prompt 
delivery can be r~de. The buyer, however, may be able to obt ain delivery 
on short n otice by purchasing at a premi um price from jobber's s tocks . 
The case varies with the item and the delivery or lead time allowable. 
ithout the due date information the buyer would most likely s eek the 
lower priced mill source with its attending longer delive ry unless pro-
perly notified of the needed speedy delivery. 
Departmentalized specialization has l ead to the performance of 
work in sequence. These chain reactions must be completed by each unit 
co ncerned in order that the customer requi rement may be met. Overall 
coordination may be furthered by attaching a routing slip to the work 
papers containing department affected and completion dates required. 
Color coded copies may be sent to the department concerned to be filed 
by work starting de.te within the department. For follow-up purposes 
the department should return the in slip to the manager where the progress 
of the work may be noted. Thus overdue work may be expidited because the 
fact of its tardiness is known. 
D. Where end How 
Where work shoul d be performed is closely allied to the question 
of method--namely how. These questions should be cons idered l ast in order 
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that effort will not be expended on the improvement of unnecessary work. 
ork which has habitually been done inside one's establi shment may be 
done by outsiders more efficiently and at a lower cost. Payroll account-
ing for medium sized concerns with a fluctuating number of employees 
may be performed more accurately and inexpensively by outside banks than 
by the office staff. Credit rat ing of customers may be obtained by sub -
scription to such a service with greater accuracy and less cost in many 
areas that is possible when done by the few. Office work generally fol-
lows the process rather than t he product type of pla~t layout. Thus like 
machines e.re grouped together in an office rather than on a flow pe.th 
for the item produces. There are instances of high volume repetitive 
vmrk which lend themselves to the product layout plans such as in insur-
ance compe.nies. But the majority of office work is valuable in character . 
Thus t he improvement of work methods affords the most worthwhile oppor-
tunities for retarding costs and increasing efficiency. 
1. Tailored to Need 
To be worthwhile the planner must know the needs of the business, 
understand the possible solutions and keep his recommended changes in 
line with the economic power of the company • . Many improved methods are 
based upon the use of special equipment. If the use of new equipment can 
produce saving at the present level of work which would pay for the 
machine within two years, it may be considered a valuable investment. 
When definite expansion of existing facilities is carefully planr.ed wise 
purchases of office equipment provide a ready solution. 
II. Personnel 
Control of office operation is more than a mastery of machines 
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and techniques. It requires a continuous study of people. A fairly 
administered personnel policy as pertaining to conditions or work wages 
etc. coupled with fairness and impartiality provides a sound basis for 
the control of human elements of -office operations. 
A. Employment Policies 
A policy of hiring people e.t a salary which would attract those 
with e. gree.ter capacity for work and tre.ining seems to me to afford 
numerous advantages . Fewer help would be required, greater longevity 
of service would mean greater efficiency, future executives could learn 
the details for the business which provides a useful reference for future 
decision . The recruiting of more intelligent personnel plus a longer 
term of service and experience once hired wou ld make the office force 
more competent and mature. As far as personnel pol icies are concerned 
I feel that this is a wise decision. Job content could be appreciably 
increased without loss of quality performance (greater reliance could ·be 
made on individual incentive); unnecessary detail would tend to be eli-
minated by impatience with it, and the company would benefit in the long 
run from seasoned ce.pable help well versed in the ;·re.ys of the busines s. 
1. Male v. Female Employees 
Fern le office workers represent many eleme nts of cost which off-
set the somewhat lower we.ge rate paid to them than for males. Higher 
turnover, replacement training costs, compare.ti ve fatigue, and acceptance 
of responsibility are instances of the inferiority of females compared 
to males as office workers . 
2. Standards 
From the standpoint of admin istrative control the executive wi ll 
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make his task easier by employing people of high moral and intellectual 
standards. Entre.nce examinations for prospective employees are a money 
saving means of avoiding the pitfalls of hiring incompetent or socially 
maladjusted persons . 
III. Strengthening Executive Control 
A. Delegation of Power 
The delegation of authority end responsibility to people compe-
tent to assume the challenge is a means of strengthening execut ive con-
trol. The execut ive may devote his efforts to long range planning and 
policy formulati on . The juniors may be stimulated mentally by the chal-
lenge as well as made to utilize their professional skills. An engineer-
i ng f irm hed made a practice of completely specializing the work done by 
their engineers . This meant that several men worked on the same job in 
success ion as the preceding part of the work was completed . The idea 
was that each man would become an expert in his particular field of work . 
However , to insure accuracy each made a practice of checking the work 
done by his predecessor, The work was exacting in nature and jobs were 
i nvariably finished late. To correct this one person was made respon-
sibl e fo r carrying through an assignment . To compensate for i ndividual 
deficiel:lcies in professione.l skill, senior members of the organization 
ser ved e.s consulting supervisors. This relationship proved to be a high-
l y satisfactory working arran gemente The young er men accepted added res-
ponsibilities , used their skills and techniques, the senior engineers had 
more tLme to devote to advanced research, and the customers were satis-
fied because the individuals r esponsible f or each job took an interest in 
getting the work don e on time. 
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B. Centralization 
Executive control may also be strengthened by centralizing when 
applicable to the needs of the business, the information and record keep-
ing activities. The purpose of keeping records is to have information 
available which can contribute effectively to the process of decision 
makin g . If record keeping is decentralized among various departments of 
a conc ern so that several or all must be consulted to obtain a full infor-
mation on a job or transaction, one may decide that the statistical con-
trol needs to be strengthened through centralization. This need not be 
a costly undertaking. Carbon copies of daily reports may be used with 
the item reported in the same position for all departments. These 
pe.pers when placed on a board may be shingled together to provide a sum-
mery of information . The shingled strips m~y be glued together to form 
a permanent daily record or destroyed if the summary has but current 
value. This type of summary is particule.rly well suited to m lti- plant 
enterprises where it is desirable to have the period ic comparisons on 
a unit and dollar basis. 
IV. Tests for Control Effectiveness 
A. Turnover 
A check upon the effectiveness of company policies as far as 
human factors are concerned may be had by checking the labor turnover. 
This is an incomplete answer, however, because most office workers to-
day are females with intentions other than that of an office career. 
Cooperation among the workers is a reliable positive indice.tion of 
management 's effectiveness in dealing with human relations. 
1. Employees ~ Goodwill 
Management should realize the.t their employees represent the 
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company in a personal way to the community. If by careful hiring, fair 
treatment. and continuous employment, management is able to maintain a 
group of capable personnel by their daily existence in the community 
they become good wi ll ambassadors for the firm. 
Where office personnel are concerned management should be es-
pecially care ful . Since office help are in more immediate contact with 
the principals of the concern and their position s in t he firm often give 
them access to information on comp~y affairs which if circulated vnth 
a derogatory slant can inflict injury upon the company 's reputation, great 
care should be taken in hiri ng this office personnel. Selective recruit-
in g, adequate training, and fair treatment of employees benefit the 
compe.ny externally because the employee represents the company in the 
eyes of his associates. 
Control in the business sense means e. bl en d of technical and 
human factors . Either alone is insufficient. Technique and diplomacy 
must be brought together under c ap able manageme nt to attain successful 
business operations. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE OFFICE CYCLE 
I.. Office Work 
Office work may be divided into three parts; definition of the 
t ask, i ts assignment, and its follow-up. 
A. , Task Defin i tion 
Defining work in its complete detail may be essential or super-
fluous depending upon the nature of the business, but a general chart 
of the work load that is current and due in the near future should be 
prepared. This master schedule should be available to supervisors and 
others responsible for getting work done. The schedule for a manufac-
turer should indicate the shipping dates, the customer's name, the equip-
men t ordered, its status in the factory and other pertinent informati one 
The professional man he.s his appointment book as a scheduling device. 
For a straight selling organization the immediate attention should be 
turned on the unfilled orders. But in addition market trends and inven-
to ry position must also be considered. Essentially scheduling devices 
indicate a requirement and the means of attairiing it is assumed by the 
man i n charge. To avoid omission compilation of the master scheduli ng 
device should be centralized in a single book, f i le, blackboard, or sum-
mary compiled by and the responsibility of one person. Such information 
must be i n writing, and show what, when, whom, etc. as required by the 
circumstances. Having a good memory is no reason to abandon the practice 
of putting such information in writing. No matter how obvious or close 
to second nat ure the work may be, the written record serves as a present 
reminder and a guide to future worka 
1. Circulate the Schedule 
Some men feel that to publish their business developments and 
circularize them throughout the plant would weaken their position by al-
lowing such information to become common knowledge. However, employees 
can invariably find out what is going on from less a.ccurete e.nd often 
ill-informed sourc~s if they are interested in so doing. I feel that it 
is better for the concern to state its own case rather than to allow 
rumor mongers to circulate erroneous ideas. There are also positive 
advantages to be gained. Frankness with employees engenders their con-
fidence in management. If business is poor s.nd a layoff is imminent, 
the work force end the union, if any, will usually know better than most 
of management who is likely to be laid off or kept. All workers can be 
made to feel that the managemeht is awa.re of his importance end is inter-
ested in keeping him informed Oh company business. Such an overt policy 
inspires mutual trust and confidence. Since the most closely guarded 
secrets often leak out end are distorted by repetition, the advantages 
of e. forthright statement should be apparent. 
a. Re: Department Head 
For the department head or supervisor such a summary will allow 
him to arrange his own work with reasonable surety, if such is the way 
of the concern. If work is delayed or tied up in his department because 
of a failure of his department to function properly, the publicity of 
the daily schedule may well cause him to overcome such deficiencies . 
Thus employees on a supervisory level are kept posted es to company com-
mitments in general so that they may lrnow what is required of them in 
their capacities, and ere kept on their toes to avoid delaying work. 
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Accounting for delays and interruptions requires both fairness and diplo-
macy. The manner in which this is handled gives management another oppor-
tunity to show its fairness an d equinamity in dealing with people as well 
as with its own affe.irs. 
b. Re: Executives 
At the executive level a summary of what is in the house is a 
most useful piece of informe.tion. It can preclude ignorance and forget-
fulness e.s reasons for not meeting scheduled requirements. Up-to-·date 
f'aotual information, such e.s this, is of inestimable value, for it makes 
at least one accurate bench mark when dealing with future work or poli-
cies of which much is uncertain and problematical. 
B. Task Assignment 
Spelling out the task requirement is but a part of the entire 
performance . The work must be assigne d and followed through. In making 
work assignments the factors of time and cost must be considered. Esti-
mates, records of past performance, or time and m~tion study provide 
three ways of determining how a job shall be done and how much it will 
cost to do it. Estimating is part of all three methods . Accurate esti-
mators are va luable people whose long experience and familiarity with 
the work in question enables them to determine the best way to do a piece 
of work and to figure its cost. Depending solely upon records of past 
performance has the disadvantages of assuming that the previous technique 
still represents the best we.y to do a job. Even in the case of repeti-
tive uniform work the nature of whi ch ch anges slightly over the yeers, 
technological improvements in material and machines me.ke it advisable 
to reevaluate the purpose of a job and the means of performing it. It is 
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regrettable that many executives of advanced years and high position fail 
to realize the continuous processes of change and the need for adaptabi-
bility rather than inflexibility. 
Records of the type which show dates , refererce, quantitiest 
balances and cost figures on past performances tell but a part of the 
story, namely : what, when, and how much . The most vital factor, how, 
is often completely i gnored. More emphasis should be put upon finding 
the most effective way to do work in order to reduce the time and cost 
of performance than upon the quantity e.nd cost data. However, the im-
mediat e concern of business' customers is price and delivery of the goods 
e.nd services which are available for sale. 
1. The Use of Forms 
Routine office assignments of work which is repetitive can be 
most easily made through the use of standard forms. Payroll accounting 
is a topic common to most business concerns with minimum affecting the 
individual employee and employer for the immediate and long run payment 
periodic earnings . Forms with the paper blanks to be filled in provide 
an accurate and complete means of defining the task. Giving these forms 
to c l erks to fill out and tally is a simple example of assigning work . 
Payroll accounting has other ramifications especially when considered 
from a cost standpoint. These will be examined subsequently in greater 
detail. 
Forms e.s means of assigning work serve to unit e and coordinate 
the activities of various departments toward the accomplishment of a job. 
Color coded copies of the order showing the routing of work and the time 
r elations hip can be dispe.tched to the departments concerbed . As each 
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department completes its phase of the work the colored copies, when re-
turned to the scheduling office can by their proper circulation after 
being si gned provide information as to the status of the work . Color 
coding of papers by department or function aids messengers and managers 
in identif~~ng and routing ~~rk papers in a concern . Furthermore, all 
departments may no t be required to e.ct upon every job assigned by means 
of a multicolored form system. Thus the selective assignments may be 
made through the use of more or less colored copies of assignments. 
2. Rotation 
"In almost every office there is a core of dull essential repe-
tition which is vi tal to the smooth operation of the works. In this 
connection it is suggested that a schedule be prepered showing dates and 
requirements for the various jobs. Furthermore, work of this nat re 
should be done in advance of the deadlines where possible and not allowed 
to lag ."* By varying the people who do this sort of job, several advan-
t ages are obte.ined. The worker is less likely to be bored by a variety 
of boring assignments than i f he is confined to one . Also a mon opoly 
of specialized infor:nation on the part of any employee is avoided. Sick-
ness or lo ss of employees n ed not ham.F:t r ing t he operations , and e. diver-
sity of assignments me.y bring to light qualities of special skill or 
i eptitude on the part o .h.:? worker. 
No responsible supervisor should allow himself to become un-
familiar with the routine of work nor permit underlings to make changes 
* 1-115 
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and alterations therein without the knowledge and consent of proper au-
thorities . Contirtuous operation gives many workers ideas for short cuts. 
These suggestions should be encouraged and carefully revi ewed. But lazi-
ness end indifference to detail on the part of superviso rs should not 
provide those with minor responsibilities the chance to make thems elves 
indispensable, to monopolize particular information, or to keep it from 
reaching the proper personsw 
In preparing a work schedule the needs of the business and the 
slack periods should be made to dovetail in order that, where possible, 
free s.nd uninterrupted attention be availe.ble for the heavy load demands 
of the work. And thus, the more humdrum portion of the work could be 
accomplished in the quiet periods without interruptions. 
3. Specialization 
Work assignments should be made commensurate with an understand-
ing of the individuals' or departments' capacity to perform. It is 
seldom necessary to maintain load records for off ice work, but an even-
ness and fairne ss can be attained by centrs.lizing the duties of assignin~ 
work. One person may therefore know fairly well how much uncompleted 
work each group section or person has to do . Complete specialization of 
clerical workers should be discouraged in the interest of flexibility 
and versitility. Typing, filing, and record keeping are common to most 
office jobs. A labor pool is more likely to be fully utilized than is 
s lack time with independent service facilities. If a choice must be 
made, I feel that it is better to have a fewer number of employees above 
average in both e.bility and salary, than to have numerous lower salaried 
specialized employees. Specialization when applied to production work or 
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executive and professional duties definitely offers advantages. However, 
office work differs in the depth and scope of job content. Furthermore, 
if t he majority of office workers are of a higher intellectual capacity, 
then variety of task could compensate for the job content. The firm 
would benefit from the advantages of having more capable people in the 
various positions who from personal experience understand the workin gs 
of the concern , and these employees wou l d have the advantage of diversi-
fied experience at a wage rate higher than their average work assign-
ments would ordinarily merit. As the conditions of the business chan ge 
the higher ce.peci ty employees would become cogniza.nt of better methods 
for handling affairs . Well reoei ved suggestions e.re more apt to come 
from people familie.r with a variety of aspects than from a person of 
lower capacity who is a single job specialist. 
4 . Orders in Writing 
Work assignments should always be in writing. This may be a 
rubber stamp on invoices for checking and processing, or a piece of 
telautograph copy, a routing slip on incoming correspondence, or a 
series of detailed instructions which would require a lengthy written 
report. But in any event, the nature of what ·is to be done should be 
sufficiently clear from the written information. that the normal circula-
tion of the wo rk papers through regular channels is sufficie:nt f or the 
requirement. Telephone queries, added conversations, a circulating 
parade of office workers , or incorrectly performed work are indications 
of i ne f fectual and inexplicit task assignments. 
c. Follow Up · 
Timing relationships are essential for efficiency in orfioe 
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work. Delivery dates for incoming material, shipping committments to 
customers, discount periods on invoices and numerous other items require 
specific performance at appointed times. Failure to deal with these neces-
sities costs considerable money. So with the failure to properly schedule 
internal operations.* Tickler files come after the establishment of 
timin g relationships as reminders to take requested action. 
* Dual reference tickler files provide two means of checking cur-
rent work paper. An appropriate alphabetic and numeric cross reference 
may be had from one file by notching one edge as in the McBee Keyport 
System or attaching numerical signals on the border. The basic location 
of the material in .the file could be alphabetic by subject, or the oppo-
site could be used wherin the basic location of the paper in the file 
we.s numeric ·-and a visible edge was allotted or marked in a position 
designated to denote an alphabetic reference. Example: Open purchase 
orders in a tub file can be arranged as follows to show what -vendors 
have unfilled orders and, as of any date, what orders ere scheduled for 
delivery. If the purchase orders ere filed alphabetically by vendor and 
the visible edge is notched or "flagged" with a numerical signal whose 
position is scaled 1-31 along the visible edge thus looking from front 
to back into the file one may readily determine what is due e.s of e. given 
de.te. 
Accordingly, the scheduler should date his outgoing work and specify due 
dates for the return action which are reasonable--being no more nor less 
than what is required. Excessive use of "rush" or "special attention" 
on pe.per work indice.tes a lack of planning of the work. An experienced 
manager should allow for seasonal pee.ks and avoid overloading or too 
clos e scheduling of work to any group or person. Thus, as the work in-
creases, the manager must be able to shift his work force or obtain eddi-
tiona! facility to hen dle the work. 
1. Centralized Scheduling 
Centralization of the scheduling of work he.s many advantages • 
. s a result of such a setup the facilities of the concern may be concan-
tr ted on the most pressing work of the moment, idle and unproductive 
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personnel end equipment may be reduced, and the management has a control 
point from which pertinent information which higher executives may re-
quire an abstract is available. This last is undoubtedly the most sig-
nificant. In dealing with half truths, intangibles, and incomplete data 
the senior e:xeouti ve may take pride and profit in the full and accurate 
knowledge of what is going on in his own establishment. If the execu-
tive operates on the exception principle under which he takes action 
only when the unusual occurs l eaving the routine matters to his subor-
dinates, it is to th~ executives' distinct advantage not to clutter his 
mind with the detail of his business routine, yet at the same time, if 
detailed information is required, he may go to a single place and get 
his information quickly and accurately. 
Cost advantages which accrue from the employment of a centra-
lized scheduling function arise chiefly from the more complete and effeo-
ti ve use of personl:lel and equipment on the tasks which are not pressing 
at the moment. If scheduling is left to individual initiative, the like-
lihood that a series of operations would be performed in priority to 
others such that deadlines would be met is remote. To put incoming paper 
work at the bottom of a file basket may well meal:l to bury it and give 
precedence to other jobs whose immediate performance is relatively in-
consequential. 
II. Special Assignments 
In addition to routine tasks, every organization has special 
duties which must be done occasionally. Reports, surveys, estimates, 
and summaries of e. non-repetitive nature crop up and require attention. 
~nen a senior officer in a concern wants a special summary or series 
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of data compiled, he should consult the central work scheduler before 
assigning the ta.sk to others himself. Such a precautionary measure 
may eliminate the need for compiling a report if the scheduler can give 
such i nformation himself, and regular work may continue uninterrupted 
by assigning the job to the proper person at the right time. It has 
been my observation that in response to a customer ' s request for delivery 
and ether information an executive may round up all the paper work on 
an order and thus disrupt the normal flow of operations. He may even 
forget to return the papers and/or pieces to the proper places. Thus 
time, money, and customer displeasure are to be saved by seeking infor-
mation from the person or department whose job it is to know what is 
current. 
A. Frequency 
If particular information requires repetitive checking, it is 
e. good indicetion that the present system is not providing the proper in-
format ion automatically which may be caused by a change in the nature 
of t he work or a faulty system. Such difficulties may be overcome by 
conso l idating two or more forms and distributing sided copies of the re-
designed form. Readjustments should not be made rashly nor without care-
ful planning and forethought. Special reports are usually rush jobs and 
do not lend themselves readily to efficient timing systems. Their fre-
quency aod nature may be noted as well as the reason for the accumulation 
of such data. Conceivably, questions could be answered by other means. 
In every office there is a system, well or poorly designed, to 
carry out the routine of its operations. The timing sequences involved 
should be scheduled such that the work required vdll be done when required. 
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CHAPTER IV 
METHQPS PL.M-JN ING 
r. Origin of Planning 
Timing is but one of three work elements. Two others are with-
in the province of methods planning and are how and where. The lineage 
of methods planning or industrial engineering as it is sometimes called 
may be traced from Taylor to Gilbreth as far as methods go . But as with 
Gantt ' s work in timing sequences, these aspects of scientific manage-
ment were first developed for factory application. 
It was not until the middle twenties that the principles of work 
simplification began to be applied to office work. A. H. Striker of the 
Lamp Department of the General Electric Company of Nels. Park Cleveland, 
Ohio began to experiment vnth procedures as applied to forms and equip-
ment. The twenty-eight inch desk, the ac9ounting ma.chine recess, de-
centralized stationery stores with daily refills of office supplies 
were results of experiments he conducted ~~th the intent of reducing 
office costs . His idea was that production operations had increased 
greatly during World War I as a result of the application of Taylor's 
v' principles. Th;: • refore~ why should office operations, which initiate, 
guide, and facilitate factory work, be allowed to develop in a random 
fa~hion without attempting to use the same scientific planning of timing 
and methods that is required of factory operation. 
The laws of motion as compiled by Gilbreth are based on full 
realization of the capabilities and limitations of human activity. The 
length of a person 's arm limits his radius of ·working operations . 
Stretching beyond the radius is tiring and time consuming. Thus, the 
I . 
work layout should be such that necessary supplies and equipment are on 
a horseshoe she.ped curve ·within easy reach of the worker . Hand motions 
are easiest and least tiring when they can be performed rhythmically 
with both hands and arms moving sy1metrically in smooth curved motions 
rather then jerky asymetrical and irregular movements . Thus in revising 
or planning work techniques and facilities these basic precepts should 
be born in mind. Lighting, posture (as emphasized by Leffingwell ' s 
chair design ), temperature, noise content, and layout all stem from ob-
servations of the strong and weak points of human abilities and activi-
ty. Thus, in any revision of creation of an office procedure technique 
or system the planner should have uppermost in his mind a consideration 
of the human mechanical ability to per form vnth and in the revised cir-
cumstances. 
Work simplification together with the term scientific manage-
ment has gai ned much unfavorable puclicity caused by the acts of un-
scrupulous manage rs and self styled industrial engineers who he.ve con-
centrated upon the money saving features of work simplification vli th no 
considere.tion for the hu;nan abilities and limitations involved . No i n-
telligent person should allow his planning to become dominated by such 
mercenary short run gains, but rather should follow the dictates of en-
lightened self interest by making changes whi ch are both physically con-
venient and hume.n l y equitable . 
II . Aims of Simplifice.tion 
The aims of work simplification are fourfold. "To insure ef-
ficiency t hrough coordinating departmental activities, to improve present 
systems and procedures, to establish more eff9ctive ethods for depart-
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mental functions, and to eliminate unnecessary statements and reports."* 
A~ Coordination 
Coordination of departmental e.ctivi ties may be enhanced by personal 
leadership of a powerful personality and by the specialization of work 
so that the various departments must depend on others for their own work 
rather the.n to be duplicating unnecessarily the work of others. Con-
ferences when effectively run an!i when called to solve definite problems 
provide a means whereby personalities cen be tempered and cajoled i nto 
accepting or suggesting cooperative improvements on a mutual basis. In-
dividua l personalities can do much to help or hinder the institution of 
new systems . Since unlike conquering Alexander who changed governors 
but never local laws or tax rules, the improviser mus t at times make a 
clean break with past tradition, his attempt should be made to convince 
t he person or persons involved that the change was their i dea. If this 
is no t a possible solution, a transfer and/or promotion should be diplo-
matically and humanely negotiated, but only as a last resort. 
Departmental activities may be coordinated by pooling help and equip-
ment, and using central rather than private files where possible. The 
ree l crux of cooperation may be best attained by instituting a system in 
which each department does its own work which others do not dupl icate, 
end upon which their work is dependent. 
B. Systems Impro~ement 
Systems improvement may be approached deductively or inductively. 
The deductive technique is based upon the reworking and improvement of 
* 8 PP~ 9 
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current metho ds. This is accomplished by surveying the current method 
analytically in terms of personnel, forms, and equipment, and reshuffling, 
adding, and eliminating elements of each. This approach has the advan-
tage of less radical changes. But it starts with the assumption that the 
current modus operandi is, in view of business success, doing a good job 
at carrying on the office work of the co., .... ern. Changes in and of them-
selves do not necessarily mean progress,but the critical attitude and 
constant effort to seek improvement is what will bring progress. 
The more essential efforts of a critical attitude of mind are apt 
to spell improvement in a system where an inductive approach is used. 
A system is in existence because a need has been ascertained, and a means 
of accomplishing it has been evolved. It would seem more to the point 
to tabulate what information is requisite for the conduct of a business 
en d then to let one's imagination run wild in seeking means for attaining 
it. The epproach should be directed to the business system as an integral 
whole. Just as the artist makes an outline of his sketch prior to paint-
ing , so should the systems man lay out the general terms of his business 
scheme. 
As Striker says, "The first changes give the greatest saving."* 
This would apply to either approach. However, savings in extent end degree 
are more likely to be accomplished if the problem is viewed in the entire-
ty rather than merely as an isolated effort at improving some one detail 
or an existing system. 
* 1 PP 3 
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c. Increasing Departmental Effectiveness 
As a third aim of work simplification the increas ing of departmental 
effectiveness requires the full skill of the planner both as a technician 
and as a person. Department heads have generally arrived at that posi-
tion in a firm through long years of experience. By dint of this they 
assume that they are best qualified to initiate internal improvements 
and to judge the merits of the suggestions of others. To overcome the 
natural antipathythat springs from outside interference the planner must 
be duly authorized to make revision, must be technically correct in his 
recommendations, and above all must try to maintain the good will of the 
department head e.nd his co-workers in carrying out such e program. The 
most excellent plans can be sabotaged by the ill vnll end uncooperative 
attitude which the planner engenders in doing his job. A thorough un-
derstanding of the current system is requisite. Going into a study 
11 cold" may force the planner into an awkward situation which can discredit 
him and his work in the eyes of supervisor e.nd worker alike. 
1. The Role of the Analyst 
The departmental analysis should never be viewed as solely within 
the single department. The effects of changes internally must be con-
sidered in the light of their influence on related departments and the 
entire works. Therefore, the planner should be steeped in the lore of 
business systems rather than one with just specialized knovrledge in some 
particular field such as forms or machines. 
D. Elimination ~ Reports 
The fourth aim of work simplification is the elimination of unn ec-
essary reports and statements. This is desirable because to complete 
e. summary the regular work must be dropped to recapi tula.te what has al-
ready been accomplished. Reports usually are made in rough draft form 
and they a re rewritten or typed before finally being sent to the one re-
questing the report. The need for reports may be best ascertained by 
the criteria of whether or not they are compe.re.tively analyzed. If no 
one takes the trouble to compare past and current data with a view toward 
the development or change in a trend, then the reporting is largely wasted . 
Alleviates to reports may be had from the cent r al scheduler if the system 
includes such a feature. Automatic registering devices such as veeder 
root counters or billing machine register totals provide the information 
which, if followed regularly, give the reviewer of such information e. 
feel f or the significance of such data, and thus eliminate the need for 
formal reports. 
III. The Planning Function 
The existence of industrial or methods engineering stems from the 
fact the.t while business does vary in terms of size, volume, value of 
product, type of selling, and organization, all concerns are faced with 
similar problems which vary only in extent, frequency, and degree. Pay-
roll, correspondence, materials, handling, purchasing, filing , layout, 
personnel, and waste are but a few of the elements common to all busi-
ness. 
A. Regular Department 
Methods planning may be a large department of one concern or weekend 
deliberations by an employee in the next, but laziness and curiosity 
which is part of the mental attitude of many humans will continue to 
make improvements in old ways end revolutionary changes . Methods plan-
ning,if scale does justify departmental status for it, should . i n my 
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opinion, be a staff or advisory service rather than a line or authori-
tarian group. This is advisable because the success of a busin ess in 
large measure depends upon the decisions of its operating executives. 
They have the responsibility for exactin g performance. Management must, 
therefore, grant them ful l authority within their s.phere or remove them. 
To have their authority eaten away reduces their morale and thus reduces 
their efficiency. The scope of methods planning is so broad and perva--
sive that its activity should not be confined to the extent that is t he 
case of the operating executive. Methods men should keep abreast of 
new techniques by reading pertinent literature e.nd i nterviewing sales -
men, and become steeped in the lore of their professi on . They s·hould be 
free to experiment and develop innovations. In a manufacturing concern 
the methods engi neering group is usually charged with t he responsibi lity 
for f i nding the best way to do a piece of work and to pric e it . Their 
horizons have broadened into the realm of office furniture, layout, . 
forms , an d procedural analysis. 
B. Part Time Role Plus Notes 
In the case of a non - manufacturing organization the office manager , 
a ccountant, or chief executive may have methods RS part of his duties. 
Like the prudent physician who signs his patient s records "condition re-
l ieved" rather than "cured" so must the systems man realize that study 
and training bring on improvements and ga i ns over previous techn iques; 
howeve r, the new synthesis must be regarded as the best methods yet de-
veloped . To make this part time activity effective a notebook collec-
t i on of data gleaned from mage.z i ne articles, le ctures , advertisements, 
and visi ts to other establishments, and t alks vfith various salesmen will 
provide countermeasures for overcoming inefficiencies and discrepancies. 
These must also be re corded. Complaints from customers, overtime work 
requests, end cost data which is unusual should be noted and reviewed 
with an intent to correcting the source of trouble. 
IV. Planning Technique 
A. Process Charts 
If more serious study can be undertaken effectively, the process 
chart is recommended. Process charting means that each operation, move-
ment, stora.ge and inspection is listed in the sequence performed. Ca.re 
should be taken in compiling such data to insure tha.t actual occurrences 
rather than supposed or ordained tactics are recorded. The distance 
in feet or amount of time required to do each item in the sequence must 
be included. Once this data has been tabulated the analyst may well be 
amazed at the unnecessary duplication and backtracking that exists. 
Systems that grow like weeds without planning or attention can h1variably 
be counted on to be capable of improvement. Chan ges should be planned 
and charted and note made of tl}.eir effectiveness. 
B. Hand Che.rts 
Added refinement may be incorporated by the use of other special 
charts. In order to get full ability from both hands, left and right 
hand charts may be compiled for the purpose of dividing the work load 
more evenly between hands. There are but eighteen motions the.t a human 
can make in performing a piece of work. Frank Gilbreth called these 
elements such as grasp, seek, find position, etc. and set about work 
simplification by the process of breaking each task into its elemental 
therbligs, discarding the wasteful and useless elements, and accomplish-
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the task with fewer and more effective ones which least fati gued the 
operator. 
c. Salesmanship 
The methods planner must also be something of a s e.lesman if his 
ideas are to be carried out promptly and accurately. He must convince 
not only the owners or their representatives that his remedial sugges-
tions are beneficial, but he must also take the worker into his confi-
dence. Those who do obtain the full cooperation of the clerk or opera-
tor in effecting changes are apt to he.ve their well laid plans upset by 
misunderstanding or hostility on the part of the operator. 
Good planning is largely the application of a few fundamental 
principles and common sense. Unnecessary reaching, stooping, bending, 
etc. should be eliminated with effective end a functionally convenient 
X layout designed. The benefits of methods improvement ace · · --.~ over a 
period of years as the result of continuous searching for better and more 
efficient ways of doing business. I feel it is better to have someone 
in the plant familiar with its processes and problems devoting at least 
. a part of his time t oward this rewarding aoti v i ty rather than to employ 
outsiders to do the job. Improvement required the simultaneous appli-
cation of ma.n 1 s faculties for human relation and inventive engineering. 
It should not be confused with special systems which accelerate both ef-
fective and ineffective activities without regard for the workers ' morale. 
Methods improvement should be e. continuously functioning part of the 
business of a firm recognized by the management and worker alike as 
beneficial to the aims of both. 
CHAPTER V. 
VfORK LOADING 
Having discussed the broad implications of when, where , and how 
work shall be performed we now proceed to detail operation scheduling 
or work loading. 
I . Routille 
Although busines s concerns vary in size end nature of goods pro-
duced~ they share a oommon core of routine office work without which they 
could not function. This work may very seasonally or periodically. 
A. Schedule 
It is to the advantage of the scheduler of office operations 
to know whet work must be finished weekly, monthly, quarterly, etcv 
and to arrange the work loe.d such the.t these certain assignments can 
be prepared or at least partially prepared in advance of the time re-
quired. Also time end fecility must be available for completion of these 
regular ass ignments. 
1 . The Use of Specialized Labor 
Tasks, and particularly elements thereof, may vary widely in 
the personnel required for performance, but if the task has been resolved 
methodically into its most economical units, special ized labor cen be 
used at a lower cost than what would be required for a. staff of a. few 
skilled and versatile personnel who would seldom be emplo yed at their 
full capacities. This is not to refute the contention held that the 
office force should contain several persons who could be shifted from 
job to job and perform each task efficiently. To have such a group in 
any business would be of definite advantage. It is suggested, however, 
the.t i n the case of repetitive tasks on a volume basis that the job be 
simplified to an irreducable minimum and that low cost, specialized labor 
be utilized to advantage. 
Part of the scheduler's job is to know the amount of work that is 
in process at any time. Nt~erical serialization of forms compared at 
various check points should be able to afford this information. Its 
value lies in the knowledge of what could be done if emergency tasks 
were required to be processed. 
Ba Standards 
Standards of performance should be kept with the intent of 
verifying the efficiency of the system sn d its ope ret ion rather than 
to single out individuals for blame or credit. Piece rates for office 
workers are incompatible >rith job and responsibility criteria of office 
as distinct from factory work where inspection and final testing are in-
stituted to detect flaws in production. In addit ion to providing a check 
upon the effectiveness of methods, the timing operations can serve an-
other purpose. Namely, to in form the management of the office time re-
quired to expand volume of work and at what point of increased volume 
additional help would be required. Where work has a seasonal peak, it 
is highly desirable to be able to do the work required the year round 
with the same force rather than to take in inexperienced help to over-
come a seasonal peak. If the u. S. Post Office were able to he.ndle the 
Christmas mail without the added help of temporary clerks and carriers 
both time and money could be saved. For the temporary worker has 
neither the ski 1 1 in performa11ce nor the interest in doing a fine piece 
of work that the permanent worker does. 
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1 . The Rush Job 
The rush job is an expensive interruption that should be avoid-
ed whenever possible. Many salesmen who regretfully tell their custo-
mers that "the mill is no t set up to run specials" will think nothing 
of making their clerical help stop what they are doing and start upon 
something new. There are several disadvantages which obtain under 
these circumstances. The worker loses the continuity of what was being 
done and a review if not complete redoing of the first job may be 
necessary . The person giving the rush assignment sometimes thinks that 
by talking faster in explaining what is to be done performance will be 
accelerated. However, incomplete details or misunderstandings often 
arise i)J this manner . The be.sic cure for the rush job is to improve 
the be.sis system of office routine so that if the job were allowed to 
go through regular channels it would be done within a reasonable time . 
In the event that the work must be done immediately the scheduler should 
be aske d to make the assignment to person or persor1s -who work can best 
afford to be interrupted from an overall company standpoint rather then 
tohs.ve the work given to whoever is nes.rest at hand. Care should be 
taken to insure that work schedules are planned with a safety margin 
for inevitable delays. It is assumed here that both the workers and work 
scheduler know fairly well what the work load is nnd should be. To ex-
ceed this norm because of poor planning or a lack of pla)Jn i ng may disrupt 
the regular flow. The worker may be 'demoralized by the work overload 
and thus output may well decline rather than rise to meet the increased 
demand. 
C. Overtime 
Overtime work is a way of solving the problem. However, there 
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are both legal and physical factors to be considered. Federal Wage 
e.nd Hour laws require that women may not be worked in excess of nine 
hours i n eny day. The added cost of keeping work places and facilities 
in operation for overtime periods may increase the cost of the work per-
f ormed at e rate faster than the o ffsetting benefit of he:ving the work 
ceught up . 
1 . Loss of Efficiency 
During World Wars I e.nd II increase of production quotas was 
attempted by vvorking l onger hours, but loss of working hours and declines 
in quality of go ods produced due to fatigue and illness resulted rather 
the.n the gains expected. To work longer hours is a method of increas-
ing output which is inferior to the orderly timing of the essentials of 
job performance coupled with concentrated efforts to improve the methods 
of doing work . 
II. Charts 
A. Organization Tables 
Tables of organ izetion showing the lines of authority and res -
ponsibili ty together ·with c e.rts for the regul ar flow of routine assign-
ments should be used as a guide in work loa ing . Opened i nc omin g mail 
sorting is an instance where such kllowledge is essentie l to avoid mis-
routed work. The t able- of organi zation is useful because it shows who 
s ho uld be consulted if a point is in doubt or is subj ct to qu s i on .. 
l . ~ 2E_ Training 
Organization charts also serve as educational devices which 
enable the worker to f 'nction more intelligently than if forced to re ly 
upon second hand or incomplete information rangin g from name spelling 
to jurisdiction over policies . 
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Charting the way that work is to be handled is another method 
for increasing office effici ency . The sales inquiry purchase requisi-
tion end other routine parts of the daily business routine should be 
charted and n,s.de mandatory procedure. The methods is thus reco gnize 
and is therefore defined for impro·!Tement . Tre.ining of temporery replace-
ments or new assistants is more easily undertaken by demonstr ating a 
flow chart than by vrord of mouth . Time in checking and follow- up is re-
duced because the interested party can follow the route of the matter 
rather t han ask questions at random of people who may or may not be con-
cerned. I f cost analysis of the method of doing ;,.rork is required the 
chart provides a schedule of the items involved . Jmd if late and/or 
poor quality work is forthcomi ng charted methods em be more readi l y 
timed or analyzed from an efficiency standpoint than those which are not . 
Assuming that reasonably efficient methods for doing offi ce 
work have been developed and formalized, precise or empirical yardsticks 
of performance should be known by those responsible for getting t he work 
out on time. Redistribution of the workers may enable the important jobs 
to be done. 
2. Avoid Bottom of Pile Technique 
To put all incoming work at the bottom of a pile on d to whittle 
away in the order received is wasteful and short sighted. If increased 
volQme means that a backlog is building up, the scheduler must see to 
it that the more important work is done first. Five jobs three quarters 
finished are an expensive delay of time end money when contrasted with 
two or three pieces of work carried through to completion. 
Manufacturing operations which revolve around production control 
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pro ve dramatical l y the necessity for pushing to completion all the items 
and steps of the construction and of all equipment. The loss or failure 
to provide small and often easily overlooked parts means that labor, 
material, and overhead costs have been increased for which the firm can-
not be reimbursed until the work is completed and shipment has been made . 
So with offioe operations, the lack of successive continuity to work 
means that t he effort expended by several in a sequence of operations can 
be rendered useless until completed in the useable stete. Thus, the 
bottom of pile routine should be avoided . The charted procedure i ndicates 
t ha t events and conditions must obtain to provide the desi r ed result. 
Forearmed with this knowledge a person in authority can thus take effeo-
t i ve action toward the _attainment of the des ired end. 
B. Justification for Load Records 
If carried to the extreme, load records for each machine and 
work unit would be kept. Each new job would be broken do~n into t he 
number of dollars of hours of work required for the completion. P..s 
work was completed and new work added, the amount of work ahead of each 
:nachine would be available at all times. By giving each major job a re-
ference number, records could be maintained to show how nearly complete 
a j ob was. I t must be realized that the cost of maintainin g such de-
t ailed records is high, and is, therefore, justified onl;y• when used to 
effect savit~ gs. Thus, to keep an I ntern at ion e.l Business machine system 
working at 85% to 90% of oa.paci ty, the keeping of records in the c ase 
of expensive equipment may be used to guard against idle time on the 
machi ne and, further, to concentrate the capacity of the device upon the 
work in the order of hi ghest priority and utility to the concern. 
A less costly method wou l d be to prepare dai l y or weekly lists 
showing the relat i ve importance of the jobs in the house . The work 
would then be done through the charted methods but in the details handled 
in order of their importance relative to other similar work at the same 
point in the system* 
III. Personnel 
The key t o work loading is to be found in the b ackground and 
trai n i ng of office personnel. The best engineered systems and pro-
cedures c an be sabotaged or reduced to ineffectuality by lazy and in-
competent help . Capabl e people who have received adequate traini ng and 
instruction can eliminate the 'necessity for close supervision and con-
trol . I n additi on, however, the employees must receive fair and equi-
table treatment. The maintenance of employee morale should be given 
prime considerat ion if the management elects to cut superviso ry costs 
by the recruit ing of help with capacities beyond the immedi at e task for 
which they were hired. 
A· Stimul a tion of Tnitiative 
The worke r may meet the challenge of increased responsibility 
which brin "" s the discharge of duty and the responsib i lity closer to-
gether than is po ssible where numerous levels of supervision are im-
posed between assignment of an order and performance of the duties* 
The intelligent worker is more apt to give qua lity performance 
when given general assignments the programming of which is left to his 
discretion rather than to have the details itemiz ed and scheduled. Every 
effort should be made to stimulate individual initiative both in the 
method and sequence of work provided so that the general needs of the 
business are met. Care must be taken to insure that internal efficiency 
is maintained and that poor results are not toleratedv Such a situation 
arises when favoritism screens poor work. Unfair treatment means los s 
of morale and weakn ess to the individual incent ive on which the system 
i s based. 
B. Uniformity 
Uniformity of work can be maintained i n the absence of inter-
mediary supervision by proper methods, inst ruction, and manuals. It 
i s assumed that at the top levels of supervision there is the knowledge 
of general work requirements. 
The dissemination of this information may be accomplished through 
intermediaries who supervi se those who cannot be expected to render 
satisfactory service without considerable supervision, or the genere.l 
requirements can be given to worker s vdth above average capacity who , 
in turn, will carry out the work . 
From a timing standpoint this individual method has the ad-
vantage that work can be expected to be pushed t hrough completely by 
one person rather than to encounter del ays while allowing divided 
work to ac cumulate ahead of specialists. 
Work assignments should be made on the basis that the person 
or persons ¥mo receive the task must follow through t he task to comple-
tion . One completed job is u sually of more value than several tasks 
partly finished. 
CHAPTER VI 
FILING 
I. Source of Information 
The filing of office reports and papers represents the skele-
ton of office systems. The filing system should be thoroughly i nte-
grated with the planned method of performing office routine. Files 
are check points in the office cycle as well as repositories fo r infor-
mation . Thus , their content and arran gement of materials should be 
designed to afford information with a minimum of effort. In effect, 
the filing system should be set up so that the answers to information 
most f requently sought from the files c an be obtained readily. This 
applies particular ly to papers which are in the process of being worked 
with and as yet have not reached their final repository. This also ap-
plies to current papers which in most offices today are to be found in 
the various incoming desk baskets of workers. Thus, memory of search 
are required to find a particular paper which is in current circulation. 
These papers should be arranged in an alphabetic or numeric order which 
is most convenient for the next user. Someone posting sale s to custo-
mers ledger would prefer to have the sale s slips in alphabetic order, 
after whi ch t he tickets might be put i n numerical order for final total 
or filing . The chances are slim that anyone other thm the clerks wou ld 
have to use the pe.pers for any purpose other than the routine one inten-
ded. Thus, no worth while purpose is accomplished by placing the work 
pe.pers in any order other than that in which they will be processed by 
the next user. Pre-sorted work has a psychological advantage for t he 
next workers in that the ne xt t ask may be started at once without the 
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need for tedious preparation. Thus pe.pers can be located i n a minimum of 
time for either the worker or anyone else. who is interested. 
11.- I ntegration 
The close rele.tionship between the general method of doing of-
fice work and filing should be clearly understood . In the production 
control system used by the General Electric Company (see 6-3) the pre-
sence or absence of work papers in e. file, particularly the progress 
file and dead load file, gives the interested person a. status report 
on the job in question. The king pin in this system is the move card 
whose circulation throughout the system sets the work in motion. Pete-
worthy is the fact t hat the system in operation is essentially the cir-
cul e.tion of papers through a chain of transient files to final filing. 
Further, in the transient fi les t he identity of each job remains distinct 
and readily discernible . The strength of this and other efficient filing 
systems is that properly arranged pb.pers provide accurate information 
simply and directly to those concerned. 
B. Basis for Organization 
Setting up a file system should be coordinated with the general 
work methods deve loped by the firm. No changes should be countenanced 
in the filing system wit hout the approval of the of'fi ce methods planning 
officie.l s . The files are the li bre.ries of information instituted to 
answer questions as they occur in business life . It must be realized 
that to put any batch of papers in an order which will render them useful 
i n the future is a continuous cost . However, the heavy expense which oan 
be avoided is the este.blishment of a filing system without considering 
the type of information vmi ch will be sought from the file and with whet 
fre quency. Clearly then the filing system should complement the general 
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office system. It must be instituted with the intent to provide most 
readily the information which ~~ 11 be most often sought . 
1. Systems 
Basically there are but two filing systems--alphabetic and 
numeric . Color e.nd paper size may be added i n the case of company forms 
to provide added b~ses for filin g. However, the numerical and alpha-
betical systems remain universally applicable to the consolidation of 
company e.nd alien paper into one filing system. 
2 . Temporary Files 
Care should be taken to avoid cluttering filing cabinets with 
information having but a short time value. Temporary holdin g or pend-
ing storage should be maintained close to the work pl ace of the person 
to whom information of a short run nature may be of value . If this 
utility does not become apparent within sixty de.ys the chances are that 
its subseouent value at some future time will be considerably less then 
the cost of filing and storing the material . 
3. Re ~ister Files 
Fil ing systems which require a journal or register for the as -
signment of a reference number should be considered only as a le.st resort . 
The cost of maintaining the register and then thumbing through it to 
locate en item are elements of needless cost . An extra carbon copy in-
telligen t ly filled by subject will often suffice to answer questions 
in regard to the matter if the addressee's copy is mislaid or overlooked . 
c. Make It Pay 
The tasis for a filing system should be to attempt to foresee 
the questions who s e answers would require reference to the filed material 
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and set up a. system which will enable such questiobs to be e.nswered 
easily. This requires a knowledge of the business to insure maximum 
utility. The s ales manager of a New Ebgland electrical manufacturibg 
concern made a practice of filing customer complaints with ref~rence to 
pro ducts in a file by the type of equipment. This was done after sa.ti -
fyin g; the customers' wants. The contents of tl1e file was Elnalyz ed end 
on t he basis of this de.ta the sales manager was able to make s pecific 
recommendati ons on impr ovements on the lin e of quipment manufactured .. 
. As a result of this action design ., improvements were i ncorporated in 
the product , and the sales manager received a substantial increase in 
salary . 
D. Centralization 
Control over filing systems should further the purpose of pro-
vidi ng informe.tion to the proper persons . Departmental and private 
fil es should be r es6rved for those executives or depart ments who have 
exclus i ve use or e.uthori ty with r espect to the filed materie.l; such as 
personnel records , consolidated accounting statements, and other 
materi al of a confidential nature . Other records and filed material 
should be consolidated into a central file . Catalogue files should be 
stored in a library so that both purchasing, engineering, end drafting 
will use the s erne reference material. The cost of maintaining up-to-
date cat fl lo gue files me.y be reduced if it is done in one place and serves 
severe.l departments . 
II. Centralized Filing for Control 
Material control records in a manufscturing or sell i ng concern 
should be centralized rather than decentralized to avoid duplicetion of 
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work e.nd to provide a single accurate source of informe.t ion . A. manu-
fact uring concern in metropolitan Boston has established the practice 
of maintaining various independent material control records at Receiv-
i ng, I nspection and Production Control . Thus, if complete information 
was required on any item, it was necesse.ry to consult the r ecords of 
e ach department or take a physic al inventory in order to obtain a c om-
pl e te and accurate story with reference to the st e.tus of e.n y item in 
questiona The cost of maintaining separa.·te records in this situation 
was c onsiderable when one cons iders the cost of equipment, forms, end 
salaries required to maintain t~e records, the cost of searching fo r 
complete inform~tion when required and t he imputed cost of not having 
the i nforma tion r eadily available when required by those concerned . 
A. Stock Control 
A Central Stockboard which s h ows by part number the following 
information in one c ard would have sufficed the needs of job order 
cost and production control. A 5x8 card i n e. Post Index, Remington-
Rand or equivalent visible file should be used for the storage of c a rds 
on jobs which are current. Completed work should be kept i n blind files 
for as long as is considered necessary for audit and future bidding. The 
r ecord is kept on t wo separate cards, the upper containing the cost esti-
me.te , schedule end cost data e_s incurred. A separate card is mai n tained 
for each part on the material list for each j ob. Reference to en gineer-
in g re cords should be made to determine what se_les orders have been used 
i n any part in question . Stande.rd house i tams of hardware , lugs , wiret 
etc. are mainte.i n ed in the store room under the direction of the chief 
storekeeper on a maximum-minimum inventory basis and priced on the stan-
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da.rd cost system. The Estimat or (either buyer or methods engineer) and 
others receive the full material list pr ior to the release of bids on 
new work. Upon notice that the bid has been accepted t he storekeeper 
gets a list of the standard house items to be used on the job which he 
must a.lloce.te to the job from stock, or requisition an additional sup-
ply from the purcha sing department. The estimator on the basis of the 
drawing, the materi al list and order quantity determines how much 
s hall be ordered, what operations shall be required, and estimated the 
cost of each operation and thus the tota l . The cards material list and 
drawing are then turned over to production control for scheduling and re-
quisitioning of materiel. After t he materials and parts are ordered, 
cost data is entered in the spaces provided on the upper card . * (Form 
# FEC-1) The reference may be either a paid i nvo ice, a priced summary 
of l abor job cards broken down by detail number or assembly drawing 
number as e.pplicable . The quantities involved in the tot a.l s a les 
orders as well a.s the number of un its in the cost i tern must be expand-
ed as a rat i o for each part by operati cn so that cost reducti on techniques 
msty be i stituted if the cost is running ahead of the estimate earl y i n 
t he grune . 
The buyer or methods engineer who estimated the price shall 
negotiate the purchase , and be responsible f or meeting the cost he 
figured. 
If the percentage complete figure shows the price costs in-
curred to be running ahead of the estimate, the estimator must be in-
formed in order that remedia l action may be taken if possible. 
* p . 47 
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The lower card* (Form# FMC-1) does three thin gs; initiates 
the location of material, lists t he belance of material as yet not re-
ceived from the final vendor or shop, and lists the balance of material 
on han d in stores . The "due-in" reference may be a rece iving slip, a 
purch se order, or a debit memo whi ch accompanies material returned fo r 
repair or replacement e Thus it may be shown that the :receipt of material 
reduc es the amount due in while the placing of added orders inside or 
outside the shop together with debit memos increases the amount due in . 
The stores ba l anc e is affected by the receipt and issue of material. 
The former happens after goods have been :received, inspected and sent to 
stores . The latter occurs when a lot of material is is sued on a work 
order with a mate r ial list i temizing the quantities to be issued . lso 
the stores bal ance may be r educed by the return to stores of defective 
material in process. This material should be inspected, tagged, and ex-
changed i n stores for a new piece. The defective item (to be repai red 
or junked ) and new material are exchanged in stores. No new materi al 
i s requisitioned unless the spoilage factor, order quantity minus mi ni-
mum quantity has been exceeded. The bottom edge of the materia.l record 
should be filled in with colored signals in the space s provided to show 
visually the status of material, e. g. whether or not there is still 
meterial on open order, at inspection, or in stores. Frequent entries 
will fill this card with daily transactions more rapidly than its com-
panion above. It is therefo r e numbered. The curren t card is kept in 
the lower pocket to facilitate hand posting and to provide greater 
* p . 49 
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vis ibility for the colored signals in the spaces provided at the visible 
edge of the card~ 
Information of a longer run significance is kept on the upper 
card because comparatively fewer entries will be made and consultations 
are required in the normal course of events . 
Record keeping personnel are thus reduced to a minimum of a few 
skillful well paid clerks who, when equipped with t e lephone operator 
type head sets, sliding stools (C ramer 42) or equivalent, the daily work-
ing pe.pers, a sharp pencil, a l ow cost slide rule can provide qu£.ntita-
ti ve material information, cost data, and 11 the word" on an i tern by refer-
enc e to t he card system. 
B. Relation to Standardization 
Cooperation with the drafting department is highly desire.ble in 
order that the use of standard house hardware items be enoouraged. Also 
required is a numerical system of parts designation that is succinct 
and accurate. Physically, a washer and a shim may have a similar physi-
cal appearance . Thus, care must be taken to avoid confus ion end to in-
sure uniformity iri designation throughout the ple.nt. 
The reduction in the number of departments which formally kept 
records together with the increase in the value of information obt ain-
able from such records just ifies the expense of paying a fair salary to 
the clerk and the cost of maintain~gthe system. 
c. Personnel 
With regard to personnel used for this work it must be realized 
that the success of the system depends in large measure upon the quali-
ty of work done. Therefore , the coincidence of the need for high type 
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pers onnel and the opportunity to learn in breadth and depth the opera-
tions of the bus i ness system should result in the recruit ing of intelli-
gent and capable clerks who are thus groomed for higher responsibilities 
in the future. 
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Clli\.PTER VII 
REPORTS 
I. Purpose 
Reports and summe.ries a.re the devices by which senior exe-
cuti ves are kept informed summarily of the deta ils of the business 
transactions . Repo rts may be of two general types, factual or interpre-
tive and suggestive. The statistical abstract of the con:pany ' s ledger 
known as the balance sheet is per ~a factue.l report . But the glossy 
covered brochure which many corporations publish as their annual report 
is more than that. If properly compiled, it states the facts in a sum-
mary form, applies to those facts the bias, prejudice or interpretation 
which it wishes the reader to develop. And lastly, it creates the im-
pression or suggestion that a definite series of action he s been or 
should be taken. Stete and Federal law require the.t certain reports 
Inostly of a fina ncial value be made periodically. These reports except 
for the an nual report of corporations to stockholders are primarily 
factual and the issuing department of company has, for the most part, 
no responsibility for the analysis of the fi gures once compiled. Getting 
back to the purpose of reports--to inform senior execut i ves about the 
happenings within a department or about a job--we see that the philosophy 
of many is merely to compile the data and let the higher pa.id executive 
do the he avy analytical thinking if any. 
II.. Due.l Nature 
I contend that the compiler of a report has a dual requiremen t 
to fulfi ll--to compile the factual data and thus the right and respon-
sibility for their interpretation. These two elements of reporting 
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should be distinctly separated as fact and opinion. However, facts and 
figures are of little value until they are e.nalyzed al:Jd subsequent 
action is taken or policy established as a result. The person closest 
to the detail me_y lack the capacity and perspective of the senior to whom 
the report is made , but by -virtue of the fact that the former is in 
closer association with the material is, if reasonably intelligent, bound 
to · develop a knowledge of what the data represents al:Jd what col:Jdi tions 
must obtain to alter them with the idea of making improvements. 
=• Employee Evaluation 
The executive upon receipt of such a report principally gets 
the factual data but perhaps still more important a new train of thought 
e.nd an opportunity to evaluate the capacities of his employee. 
B. · Analysis 
With regard to the factual and statistical information it must 
be noted th~t by themselves they are paper and marking. Comparison 
with previous data or al:Jalytice.l evalue.tion in terms of units produced, 
man hours worked, or dollars spent must be made to give them meanin g . 
Physical units make a more reliable yardstick then the dollG.r because 
of the chan ging purchase power and the need, if used, to deflate dollar 
fi gures to "conste.nt dollars" in terms of a base period . 
Furthermore, reports should shovr the percentage or increment 
of change with respect to simile . r fi gures for a previous period in the 
past . c. The 11 Industry Approach" 
The use of the "Industry Approach" as practiced by Standard 
and Poor or the product approe.ch of the United States Department of 
Commerce Publi cetiol.1 entitled Survey of Current Business provide a plane 
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of reference for comparing the individual co~cern with its industrial 
competition . Trade Associations such as the ftJnericen Iro~ and Steel 
Institute a~d the Radio Mru1ufacturers 1 Association provide similar 
reference as applicable. 
III. Aids in Report Making 
The time required to compile the factual material required 
for a report should be reduced to a minimum by proper scheduling of the 
work ::.nd assigning the forms such that the compilation of summaries or 
the maki ng of partial abstracts is easy . 
A.. Timing 
The posting of the due date for eech report and the na ne of 
the person r esponsible for its completion in each section should serve 
to keep t he data required in the mind of the person respot!sible. 
tickler f ile by date due or an appointnent pad may also serve for this 
purpose. The keeping of periodic sub totals on ve.rious elements of 
r orts may reduce the last minute rush end keep mat ters on e currel:lt 
basis . The retention of working papers in a temporary or holding file 
prior to final storage or disposition may fe.cili tate the doing of work 
step by step rather than all at once . 
Ce.re should be te.ken to avoid co:nflicts wi th other depertments 
where arw.lysis of the records used in various departments is require.d 
provide d the.t the using department is unable to contribute the data . 
This should not be a regular occurrence because each department or per-
son must be r esponsible for the data which he ori ginates. Howe ver t 
when co:nbined operations are neces·sary care must be taken to insure 
that the vrork will dovetail rather than c onflict with regular r e quirements . 
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B. Form 
Proper forms can be of gree.t help in preparing reports . In 
manufacturing concerns with a job cost system the bill of material 
provides a pe.per Yri th pre-listed i tems for anal ysi s. If the concern 
h~::.s e.n oza loid or whi te process drawing printer, the data may be ente red 
on thin paper and copies of the report can be reproduced directly from 
the original. 
1 . Analysis ~ 
The use of the accountant ' s basic tool, the co lumnal ana lysis 
pad or nspread sheet11 as a basis for design for the forms upon which 
i nformat ion of a more permanent nature is to be recorded is recommended . 
The de.ta is upon original posting entered, distributed, and totalled . 
Dates and reference numbers may serve to identify the elements of the 
summary vhich it i s designed to include. Cumulat t ve data when submit-
ted in report form where speed is preferred should be "rounded off" . 
Units of measurement should be made sufficiently large so that the number 
of fi ~;ures per entry is reduced to a minimum. This practice should be 
followed except where great accuracy is required. The rounding off of 
cents in financial reports e.nd the expression of figures in units of 
hundreds or thousands rather than to carry the full number o f cyphers. 
The factual data is of s econdary importance compared to the 
analysi s end recommendation that is or shou l d be en integral part of the 
report . People inevitably have some bias or prejudice about any matter. 
The prejudice or the reeson ing may be illogical and unfounded, but it 
is present whether specifica lly expressed or not . The aim is to develop 
anal ytical talents in the person who compiles the report data . Encourag-
ing the i ndividual to think may provide an outlet f or creative ambitions 
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and give the senior officer mo reo ived the report the bellef it of added 
eugr;eations end i deas which he is free to aooept or reject., 
c. Brevity 
revity is highly r co~~ nded i n the compilation of reports. 
The tim required to r ead it should be reduced by keeping the r eport 
to one p ge or less end striving for cla rity in the expletive ac ompany• 
ing text. 'heJ'a should be 8 punch line• •a oriap sentence which keynotes 
the s alient facts whioh are reported. This should serve to verbally 
underline in red the det which the person compiling the report fe 1 
i s s ignificant. 
D. otiticetion 
Reports which ere intended merely to notify someone that per-
f ormenoe of 8 given t eak hes been accomplished should be handled by the 
use of forms .. Yihere the job is of a repetiti ve n ture forms may b 
print ed prelist1ng the fixed informe t1on nd providing check block 
or writing space f or additional inforrnetion. If a non- repetitiv repo~ 
is required, the assignment should bo made in writing. I possible , 
sp oe should be provided f or adding the dat a required di~eotly t o t h 
assignment sheet. Confusion is thus reduced md ol~ rity is enhaneed. 
The added ooet of prep$ring a formal r eport is eliminated~ Th& required 
data will merely be added end the peper sign d, dated, and r et urned to 
the issuing off'i o1al. When tho question end enawer re thus returned 
together, reference to original documents is eliminated. 
Or, u in the Gener l Electric production control system 
shown on :P . 42,-':.; he return to the production prog:reee file ot t he oolor 
coded oop ies of t t e work order indicates that the vrork order in question 
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is completed up to the point indic ated by the department returning the 
colored slip. 
If reports of a non-recurring nature are required it may be 
well to re~ize the amount of detail which must be analyzed i n order to 
compile t he report . The executive should attempt to arrive at his de-
cisions on the basis of regular reports and personal observation rather 
the.n to interrupt the regular routine. 
Ew Unit An alysis 
If statistical summe.ries ere of greater assistance i n formulat-
i ng company policies, the management should seriously consider a unit 
ene.l ysis system for i ts routine such as the McBee Keysort. When volume 
j us tifies the cost punch card system such as available from Remington-
Re~d or Internati onal busine ss Machines Corporation may be considered. 
Sales enalysis by product and locality for a firm with high volume and 
a wi de marke t i s typic al of the situation in which these devices may be 
emplo yed t o advantage. 
F. Trend 
To get maximum utility from reports, the management should at-
tempt to visualize the trend developing or stagnating from t he data re-
ported. This final analysis is a ·serious managerial te.sk. For it must 
be remembered the.t the figures themselves and the data per se are re-
latively inconsequential. The true value of reports lies in the results 
stemming from t he ir evaluation. 
C F...APTER VII I 
PURCHASE SYSTE!VI ANALYSIS 
I. Materials Procurement System 
Conu"llon to many concerns and embodying elements typical of most 
manufacturing outfits is the material procurement system described be-
l ow. It is hoped that, while the specific choices made may not appeal 
to all the readers, nonetheless, suggestions for the improvement of one 's 
own purchasing system may come to mind. 
A. Requisitions 
Purchase requisition s should be made out i n triplicate for 
each item required for items ordered for a se.les order. This may at 
first glence seem like excess paper work, but individual requisitions are 
desirable bece.use the buyer may be unable to purchase all the items ap-
pearing on one requisition from e. single source, and cost accumulation 
and analysis are practiced by unit requisitions. The requisitions should 
contain spaces for all the information required on a purchase order. 
This is done in order to facilitate the work in negotiating the purchase 
to insure that all points which the ori.g;inator wan ted will be completely 
carried out. 
Care in ~Titing requisitions should be t aken to specify deliveryf 
required quantity, sales order number, and particularly description. The 
use of dre.wings to describe a psrt per print is an exact and thorough 
a lthough expensive way for defining terms . Three copies are required 
for each item requisitioned to provide a temporary record for the origi-
nator, and two working copies for the buyer which go to the receiver im-
mediately upon negotiation of the order, with the original copy being 
used to type the order. 
B. Retention of Requisition 
The originator keeps a copy of the requisition for comparison 
with t he returned copy of the purchase order . (See Chart 1) The ori-
ginator's copy of the order is filed numerically by drawing number with-
in the sales order file. In the case of overhead expense items or 
fixed assets the copy returned to the requisitioner may be filed by ac-
count number . From the i nformati on entered on form FEC-1 (see Chapter 
VI) the requisitioner in production control knows how the work on a 
given part is to be don e. With this i forma tion and a knowledge of the 
time availab le he prepares the purchase requisition. 
Alternative systems employ a single copy of the purchase re-
quisition but rewriting of the purchase requisition is then usually a 
necessity. The cop ies of the requisition are utilized to the fullest and 
it is vrritten but once except in these cases where the order is divided 
into successive steps or among various vendors . However, by keeping but 
a single item on each reguisi tion the che_nces favor completion of the 
purchase order without the need of rewriting the requisition. 
c. Distribution 
Two copies of the requisition plus drawings if any are for-
warded to the purchasing agent for scrutiny. Some systems of organiza-
tion require that requisitions be cleared through the stores department 
to see if the material requisitioned is already in stock or to the comp-
troller for e.uthorization to purchase. The planning depe.rtment has al-
ready decided what is to be. purchased. Since the inventory of stores 
is allocated to specific jobs with the exception of st!:mdard hardware 
items not hing is gained by sending the requisition to stores in this 
instance. However, firms rithout a planningg;roup and using general 
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1 inventory for manufacturing may find it advantageous to c l ear all requi-
sitions through the stores department, thus increasing inventory turn-
over and avoiding unnecessary purchasing since the purchasing agent must 
inspect the requisitions before the purcha.se is made , inspection and au-
thorization are combined into one operation . Having the authority to 
purchase for a concern, the purchasing agent must also be responsible 
for the release of requis i tions for negotie.t ion by the buyer . This 
violates the procedural principle that performance and inspection should 
be separe.te . In most instances, the di rect material items to be pur-
chased will appear on the material list, so that there is no need for 
separating these functions. For major c&..pi te.l expenditures, higher 
authority should be consult ed after the planning department is certain 
that such major expenditures are essential . 
D. Negotiating the Purchase Contract 
Using the r equisition as a work paper the purchase is made . 
The buyer should attempt to arrive at a total cost for each order as 
wel l as unit prices for each item to facilitate cost accumulation on 
the job and to determine the dollar value of incomplete orders as required. 
In the event that this latter requirement comes about, it is far e asier 
to have the total done individually in adv8 nee than to have to do it all 
a:t once. Furthermore, such calculations tend to make the buyer price 
conscious .. 
E. Requisition to Receiver 
Immediately upon completion of the order one copy of the re-
quisition which by now contains all the purchase order information is 
sent to the receiver. Ivlany firms make a practice of providing the re-
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ceiver with a typed copy of the purchase order. However, rapid delivery 
may occur prior to the time when e typed copy of the order could reach 
the receiving clerk. Therefore, this requisition s aves time and the 
cost of another copy of the order. 
F. Typing the Order 
The original copy of the requisition is sent to the purchase 
order typist who in this case, provides five copies of the order. The 
number of copies on order and the means of producing them vary widely . 
Some companies make the requisition on a reproducing master from which 
are obt ained requests for quotation, follow-up copies, and any number 
of copies of the purchase order. Added copies of the purchase order are 
required in the case of purchases of direct materials on cost plus fixed 
fee government contracts. If government inspection is required at the 
source, four additional copies of the order ere required. Divisions of 
a larger company are usually required to give a copy of each order to 
the central as well as the branch accounting offices. The needs of the 
business will determine how many copies of the purchase order should be 
prepared . The most should be obtained from each and no more than needed 
should be provided. Yfhere information only is required e~d not future 
reference, the information should be abstracted and the reference passed 
on to other users . 
G. Checking the Order 
No unnecessary filing should be tolerated. After the order 
has been typed, the buyer should carefully check the order prior to sig-
ne_ture. A check list could be used• But experience has shovm that errors 
are more frequently detected by a careful and concentrated reading of the 
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typed order than interrupting eyes and mind by shifting from a list to 
the order. 
H. Filing 
The requisition is filed by purchase order number . It may be 
put to other uses but since we trust that the major points are co ve red 
by the order copies are the only remaining occasion to use the requi-
sition v•hich is used to compare with tha order or sometimes for audit 
purposes . Thus it is f iled numerically by purchase order number ageinst 
such an eventuality. 
The vendor receives two copies of the order one of whi ch he 
is i r..structed to sign and return . This makes for uniformity of contract 
and provides proof that the vendor got the or der e.nd egrees to i ts pro-
visi ons . The acknowledgement copy is pl aced in a. vendor f ile by date 
due in while the order is open an d filed numerically by purchase order 
number when completed . The buyer ' s copy is filed e.lphebetic lly y vendor 
both when open and compl ete . The accoun ting; copy i s f iled alphabetical-
ly by vendor wi thin the se.lo s order file. The requisitioner ' s copy is 
filed numerically b drawing number in a fi le by sales order. No purchase 
register is kept . But by reference to the proper file infornation 'l"hich 
is always ave.ile.ble by vendor, purchase order number, sales order number 
a:ncl dra •ritlg; number. However, reference to the centrel stockboe.rd should 
provide answers to most que stions aris in g; . It will be noted that the 
stockboard keep r posts information but reta i ns no files . Agai n is 
emphas ized the need for excellent personne l in this position . 
The buyer keeps his copy alphabetically because his contact 
is by vendors~ Thus the use of al phabetic f iles is il:ldioated . 
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' Both accounting and material control or production control 
mainta i n sales order files of wh ich purchase orders are a part . Account-
i ng ke eps their copy alphabetically by vendor >ri thin this file to pro-
vide a fi nal check on invoice prices and materi e,l cost allocation. 
The requisitioner 1 s copy of the purchase order is sent to the 
stockboard for posting to form FMC-1: thus increasing the amount due in. 
It i s then fo:nv-a rded to the requisi tioner v;ho compares it with his re-
quisit ion prior to filin g numerically by pa>:rt number ·within the appropri-
ate sales order file . The materials control group charged with the 
responsib il:i..ty of initiating purcha se requisitions may determine readi-
ly vthat has been ordered on a job wi thout the need for maintaining a 
set of re cords for orders placed. 
II. Receipt of Materiel 
The paper 'Nork involved in the receipt of material is illus-
trated in Chart II. Upon receipt of me.terial from a ven dor (A), a re-
ceivi ng report is prepared in quadruplicate (B) after the incoming 
count. The receiver's penci l pushing activities are minimized i n order 
that he be able to concentrate upon accurate identification of incom-
i ng materie.l and prompt transmission of goods to incoming inspection . 
One copy of the receivi ng report is attached by the receiving clerk to 
his copy of the purchase requisition. v\'hen the order is complete , it 
is he ld by the receiver for ten days and then destroyed . Open order 
posting , receiving logs and registers are dispensed with in favor of 
more accurate work elsewhere. The receiver then concentrates on identi-
fying goods, writing up receipts, e.nd moving goods to inspection . A 
c lerk typis t takes the receipts to the previous day and prepares a re-
producable master showing purchase order, vendor , item and quantity , 
copies of which ere disseminated to the s t ockboard for postin g, buyer , 
materials control, iaspection, etc. The clerk clips the receipts to the 
requisition and refiles them alphabetical l y by verJdo r , if incomplete, 
and in the ten day pendin g file if complete. The receipts and requisitions 
for the ten days previous are then destroyed . 
Three copies of the recei ving report accompany the goods to 
ins pection, after which the r e sults are entered upon the receiving forms 
with the aid of a waxed spot (Shaw, Walker Kopi Spot or equivalent) i n 
the space provided. One copy accompanie s th e goods to stor es , a second 
copy is sent to t he stockboard for posting to form FMC- 1. J.l..i'te r post-
i n~ at the central stockboard, the slip is r eturn e d to inspection. 
Here the item is checked o.ff on the inspection copy of the r eceiving 
log. The receiving report with the results of inspection contained there-
on is then placed in a sales order file by drawing number which is main-
tained e.t inspection . The origi nal copy is sent to the buyer who posts 
the receipt to his order and retains the receiving slip until it accom-
panies the vendor's approved invoice to the accounting depe.rtment for 
payment . 
III . Return of Rejected Material 
The procedure f or handling the return of reje cted me.teris.l is 
sho·wn in Chart III. A duplicate debit memo is prepared and wri tten in 
triplicate by the buyer . The origina l and a copy accompany t he goods 
to the vendor. the original is si gned by the vendor and returned to 
t he buyer . This document also accompanies the ve:ndor' s e.pproved in-
voice to accounting for pa~ne:nt . The second copy is sent to the stock-
board for posting and thence to the receiving departme nt where the clerk 
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assigned to help the receiver attaches the memo and the requisition 
an d places the reopened order in the receiver 's file alphabetic ally 
by vendor. The receiver 's pending file a llows ten days for rejects to 
be returned. The receiving log sent to inspection provides a daily re-
mi nder that no articles may remain at inspection for more than five days 
from their receipt. By means of proper scheduling the return time for 
defective goods is not to exceed and in most cases a cash discount may 
be taken on the vendor ' s invoice within the ten day period with the 
knowledge that cash is being disbursed for acceptabl e merchandise. 
P.fter the paid invoice he s been posted et the s t ock boe.rd 
(Chart II-D) to form FEC-1 it is stapled together with the purchase order 
(except in partial payment ) and the receiving tickets for which the bill-
i ng v•as made. It is then filed by voucher register number (Chert II-E) 
in a file by months, numer ically by vouche r register number . In t he 
event of audit the accountant can show an invoice, evidence of receipt, 
and in many cases, a purchase order to support the voucher registe r 
entries. 
It is ever the objective to obtain maximum utilization from 
work papers whi le they are current and then to file them, if need be, 
i n such a way that lends itself readily to the answering of such i n-
quiries . Care should be taken to distinguish between those records 
which require supporting paper thus requiring filing and retent i on of 
the source me.teriel and those records which do not. The number of copies 
of a form may be reduced by ple.cing these record keeping e.cti vi ties in 
series with retention f i le recordin g done last. Duplicati on should also 
be avoided . If the copies of the s arne form e.re filed in different depart-
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ments by the same method, one or both of these retention files may be eliminated. 
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CHAPTER IX 
CONCLUSION 
I . Aims of Office Manager 
That t he day is just so long and thet overtime is expensive 
are fects of business life. The wise manager will try to insure that 
the important things are done before secondary matters. As the scale 
of office operations becomes more complex, the continuity of a task 
must not be lost and obliterated by either volume of work or t he number 
of workers . 
A.. Flexibility 
Whe.tever systems are devised the office planner must strive 
to maintain the same flexibility t hat a seasoned radio operator has in 
be ing abl e to "copy behind." That is, to allow the transmitting station 
to accelerate its rate of transmission without losing t he text. This 
is accomplished by providing a temporary storage in the mind for the in-
coming text. Similarly, temporary shelving may be provided for office 
tasks whence the major jobs may be selected and the minor ones will not 
become overdue or lost. Thus wide variations i n work can be handled 
wi thout increasing or decreasing the office force periodical l y. The 
manager must fully understand his business in relat i on to the industry 
and economy as a whole in order the.t he may recognize the more permanent 
shifts in the level of e.cti vity. 
B. Eliminate Duplioe.te Work 
Duplice.tion of effort and defel:Js ive record keeping (records 
ma i ntained to justify the actions of the department ·with incomplete in-
tegration with the rest of the firm's work) should be eliminated. 
This critical attitude should also be applied to machines th~:>,t e.re ob-
solescent . Here the manager must be attuned to the latest methods and 
devices for doing work and accept the premise that the current method 
is the best one for the time being only. There is always a better way. 
Business ecti vi ty and the means of administering it are const.e.ntly chang-
ing . Some features of both shift more rapidly than others, but to 
death and t axes we may add the inevitability of change. 
c. Cost Control 
Office work should represent a fixed cost of doing business. 
Every effort should be made to maintain it as a fixed rather t han a 
variable element of cost.. This does not mean tha t low wages and she.rp 
practices should be encouraged. Quite to the contrary, the best per-
sonnel e:vai lable should be reorui ted and made to want to stay. Under 
the proper conditions responsible workers with a cooperative attitude 
will make suggestions for improvements. The elements of control as pre-
viously discussed are how and ·when. The latter is the element which must 
be constantly checked by a vigilant manager . Clearly it is better to do 
one job completely than to start several without pursuing them to com-
pletion . But to work out this precept completely in a multi-depe.rt-
mente.l s ystem of organize.tion is a large order. Gantt charts, tickler 
files, Productrol Boards, an d memoranda fi led by due date e.re means 
of calling attention to wo rk which must be done by a given time. 
II. Importance of Personnel 
Excellence of both methods and scheduling techniques will ac-
complish nothing unless the workers have confidence in management and 
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thus a will i ngness to work coopera.ti vely. Man agement must therefore 
maintai n more.le by f ai r e.nd equitable treatment of the people who make 
any system work. 
Recommende.tions which lead to greater office efficiency i nc lude 
selection, training , and retention of personnel with above average in-
tellectual capacity, c el'ltraliza.tion of controlling i nfo r me.t i on on the 
detai ls of a compe.ny ' s business at one spot, and the development of an 
office planning· group . 
The first of these is the most important. Thus, thi s peper 
has concentrated upon the technical side of office planning . But 
many of the short comings present in o ffice work tod ay c an be overcome 
by a wi llingness on the part of management to cultivate a more i ntelli-
gen t office fo rce . 
III. CentrHliz ati on 
Centralization of v ital information means less searching for 
answers. Decision making can be speeded up when delays in obtaining 
factual data are reduced. The centralization o f information in a single 
record keep in g fac ility give s the manageme nt a tre.in ing ground where 
likely prospects ·for future advancement can become familiar with the 
details of how th e business opere.tes. Ma.negers may a lso become familiar 
with the pe rson who serves them in such a position . 
IV. The Administre.ti ve Viewpoint 
The fine.l recommendation is that each off ice manager become 
familiar with plann i ng and scheduling techniques • . Kno~~ng several 
ways to perform a task and still to went to find a better method is a 
healthy outlook for office supervisors to have. Curiosity about new 
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machines and administrative teclmiques should not be allowed to lag. 
Careful scheduling of work should be a constantly sought objective for 
office menegers in order that the required work be done on time with 
cost minimized and delays eliminated. No situation or problem i n 
methods or scheduling should ever be considered as completely solved. 
Improvements cen be made based upon the needs of current business tech-
niques as well e.s the nature of . business circumstances. A planned sys-
tern which answers the need at one point of time should not be regarded 
as the final of ultimate decisi on . The forma li zation of plans and pro-
cedures for doing work must not allow the systems and techniques used 
to become inflexible . System is a means to the end of transacting 
business. It is a useful too l wh ich, however, must be regule.rly sharpened 
an d over-hauled to provide continuous s atisfactory performance . Office 
the 
work is the procedura l backbone for most of/economy. Improvement of 
off ice efficiency is a top pr i ority assignment for management , because 
office work is the means whereby modern business is transacted. 
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